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Re: HB 2686 relating to the stabilization of property insurance  

I am Victor Brock, representing the Mortgage Bankers Association of Hawaii 
("MBAH").  The MBAH is a voluntary organization of individuals involved in the real 
estate lending industry in Hawaii.  Our membership consists of employees of banks, 
savings institutions, mortgage bankers, mortgage brokers, financial institutions, and 
companies whose business depends upon the ongoing health of the financial services 
industry of Hawaii.  The members of the MBAH originate and service, or support the 
origination and servicing, of the vast majority of residential and commercial real estate 
mortgage loans in Hawaii.  When, and if, the MBAH testifies on legislation or rules, it is 
related only to mortgage lending and servicing. 

The MBAH SUPPORTS THIS BILL, which reinstates the Hawaii Hurricane Relief 
Fund (“HHRF”), which provides additional sources of financing the HHRF, and which 
expands the HHRF’s scope to include condominium building insurance.   

The availability of hurricane insurance, particularly for condominium projects, has 
become increasingly limited, with certain insurers refusing to renew coverage at existing 
levels to insure the full estimated replacement cost of rebuilding the improvements in the 
event of a named storm.  Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, to whom we sell mortgages, both 
require hurricane insurance for the full replacement value.  Even if a lender contemplates 
keeping a loan secured by a unit in one of the underinsured condo projects in their 
portfolio (as they are unable to sell the loan to Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac), prudential 
regulators are likely to cite safety and soundness concerns of holding a loan on our 
balance sheet secured by underinsured collateral. As a result, we are unable to finance 
units in certain condominium projects, thereby decreasing options for first-time 
homebuyers and low- to moderate-income borrowers to buy the most affordable type of 
housing in Hawaii.  The impact is snowballing and currently affects hundreds of 
buildings and thousands of dwelling units. 



 
 
Our colleagues in the insurance industry have advised us that their ability to obtain re-
insurance for hurricane losses at pre-existing prices, or altogether, and to continue to 
write policies with coverage for the full replacement cost has been impaired by the 
international re-insurance market, as many of these re-insurers have experienced recent 
significant hurricane claim losses with climate change.  Making matters worse, the risk 
profile of Hawaii has changed altogether due to the Maui wildfires this past August. 
Strong and very destructive hurricanes have not impacted Hawaii frequently in recent 
history, however climate change may increase the future likelihood of severe damage and 
losses.  Therefore, historic losses for all perils are less predictive for these insurers when 
estimating future claim amounts.  This in turn decreases their willingness to write new 
policies and/or renew at marginally profitable or unprofitable premium rates.   
 
In 1993, the HHRF was established under HRS 431P to provide hurricane insurance 
when the private hurricane insurance market collapsed as a result of the 1992 Hurricane 
Iniki. It ceased operations in 2002 when the private hurricane market had been re-
established.  As originally structured, the HHRF was not authorized to issue hurricane 
insurance for condominiums in amounts sufficient to address the current underinsurance 
situation.  Nor was it funded at levels sufficient to cover the amounts of cumulative 
coverage needed in today’s environment.  This Bill will amend the HHRF to include 
coverage of condominiums, while continuing to provide coverage for single-family and 
commercial properties. 
 
This Bill also provisions various methods to build the fund to a level sufficient for the 
expected losses.  As drafted, the burden of funding the HHRF will be allocated between 
sellers of real estate, (with a conveyance tax surcharge), buyers and/or lenders of real 
estate, (with a special mortgage recording fee), all property owners, (with an ongoing 
surcharge on policy premiums), and landlords/renters of transient vacation rentals (with 
an increase to the transient vacation rental tax).  We understand that funding mechanisms 
sufficient to sustain the HHRF on an ongoing basis are necessary and we support this 
multi-faceted approach.  However, WE REQUEST THE FOLLOWING 
AMENDMENT on page 52: 

Leave the “special mortgage recording fee” percentage at one tenth of one per 
cent, as originally incorporated into HRS 431P, instead of increasing it to two-
tenths of one per cent.   

The average purchase mortgage loan amount in Hawaii in 2023 was $653,709(1), resulting 

in a fee of $653.71 at one tenth of a percent and $1,307.42 at two tenths of a percent.  
This fee will be borne by the home buyer and is an additional burden and obstacle to 
homeownership in Hawaii.  Many potential homeowners are already struggling with the 
down payment and closing costs, and the additional $653 will be yet another impediment 
to deter a first-time homebuyer from achieving homeownership, but doubling it makes 
matters even worse.  
 

(1) Source:  Title Guaranty monthly Residential Market Share report 

  



 
As mortgage lenders, our hands are tied to severely curtailing or discontinuing lending on 
units in these underinsured condo projects altogether.  Additionally, our ability to provide 
low-downpayment financing with mortgage insurance may be impaired by mortgage 
insurers’ unwillingness to insure condo projects that do not meet Fannie Mae’s or Freddie 
Mac’s guidelines.  Therefore, first-time homebuyers and low- to moderate-income 
borrowers, who need low-downpayment financing, are the most adversely impacted.   

We request expedited passage of this Bill by the Legislature, the signing by the Governor 
of this Bill into law, and re-establishment of the HHRF’s ability to issue policies as soon 
as operationally viable. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony. 
 
 
Victor Brock 
Mortgage Bankers Association of Hawaii 


